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TUITION:
THE HOUR OF THE GENERALS

.

by Carl Yorita

"Into the valley of Death they rode, the gal." (The Charge of the Light Bri
lant 400
gade)
On Friday, November 21, the Regents ol
the University of California along with Governor Ronald Reagan met to discuss the issue of
tuition.
Although no definite decision as to whether
or not tuition should be instituted was reached, it seems that either tuition will become an
inevitable fact of life, or that the Regents will
decide by a very narrow margin not to impose
it. In January, 1970 the, Regents will convene
again, to take up this issue. We students came
very close to having additional fees to pay in
the form of tuition as a reality on that Friday.
One cannot appreciate the full meaning of
that meeting without having had attended it.
Therefore, you will become the reporter. The
consultation session is scheduled from 9:30
to 11:00 a.m. As you wait in the auditorium,
along with the other reporters, secretaries
pass by and hand out thick booklets prepared
by the President's office explaining the various tuition alternatives, and displaying tables

.

of figures relating tax revenues to University
budgets and other related matters. At the en-

trances to the auditorium are two guards,
complete with pistol and bullets.
At 9:35, the Regents and President Hitch
file in and take their seats. Occupying the center seat directly facing the audience is the
Governor, and a bit of surprise hits you, because you hadn't expected the Governor to
attend a little meeting about tuition. Regent's
chairman DeWitt Higgs raps the gavel and
sends the TV cameramen scurrying.
The meeting begins with an explanation
of the booklet by President Hitch. Short exchanges occur between the Regents, discussing the tables of financial data. A Regent favors the use of tuition fees in contributing toward student aid, another calls the figures by
themselves meaningless.
Thus far, the meeting has been uneventful.
The Chairman is seated next to Gov. Reagan,
and on the Chairman's'opposite side a seat
away is President Hitch. The floor is given to
the Governor. The Governor does not directly
participate in the discussion; he delivers a
favoring the levy
speech outlining his
of a tuition.
Governor Reagan's speech is very eloquent.
"I think we're educating more students than
the twelve Western states combined," he
states, and moves to the budget: "Higher education is only one of the demands on the State
budget." He emphasizes this point and mentions that the percentage set aside in the state
budget for UC dropped when MedicAid was
instituted.
He reminds us that California has the second most expensive social welfare plan of all
the states, and describes the difficulties in
financing a multiversity such as the University of California. However, what will be important in today's meeting will be the concept of the value of an education, and the role
of tuition in acquiring this education.
Concerning himself with tuition, Gov. Reagan states. "... no one seemed to come up
with it three
(The Charge of the Light Brigade) with any proposals. I came up
a highof
financing
T
he
ago
problem
years
er education is all over the United States and
not only in California." Inserting his thoughts
on education, he says, "... higher education
must be considered as a capital investment for
the individual" He proposes that tuition

"Into the
Valley of Death
they rode,
the gallant 400..."
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should not be regarded as an immediate fee,
but also as an investment in capital improvement for an individual. Suggesting a plan for
financing an education, he says, "... loans
would be provided for tuition and all other
expenses. These loans would be paid back
only after the person has graduated and his
earnings have passed the subsistence level. He
would pay for the percentage of improvement that he gained ."
Turning to the blue-collar worker, he again
reiterates the idea of capital improvement, in
let blue collar workers pay only
that ".
their share that they get for educating others."
Gov. Reagan considers the "student first"
idea as reason for the university's existence,
and argues that there should be fairness for
the general taxpayer who does not benefit
from the student's own personal gain. He
alludes to the picture of the student as the
scholarly recluse, and one can discern a slight
hostility in his speech toward academicians.

.
.

*****

Following Gov. Reagan's speech are some
little contentions over the figures cited, and
parryings between those Regents favoring
tuition and those very few against it. One
gains the impression of a timidity, a meekness of the Regents in this meeting with the

Governor himself.
A lull ensues:, either everyone is afraid to
say something, or no one has anything to say.
But there are a few Regents who are vocal in
their opposition, but alone they cannot accomplish much, stuck in this quagmire of inaction.
A student body officer raises his hand and
is recognized by the Chairman. "Are you Mr.
Hastie, Vice-President of the ASUC in Berkeley'" the Chairman asks. Answering in the
affirmative, he is asked to sit with the Regents
at a microphone.
He is William Hastie. representing the
President of the ASUC of the Berkeley campus. Mr. Hastie argues that tuition proposals
are a threat to the tuition free principle. He
mentions that though the State's share in the
budget of the University of California has
progressively declined, the operating expenses of the University have increased.
The existence of a budget crisis is questioned, especially with the surplus in the State
Treasury and with tax rebates being paid to
citizens. If there is a need for further revenue, Mr. Hastie suggests a greater tax on luxuries such as alcohol and tobacco. Mr. Hastie
is suggesting other areas for the exertion of
financial pressure instead of the University.
1

*****

However, it is the effects of tuition with
which Mr. Hastie, and ultimately we, are concerned. Mr. Hastie states that more persons
are aware of opportunities for higher education, and thus more will want higher education, especially the black and brown peoples
He labels tuition as being "unequitable."
since the poor will pay for an education they
will not receive, due to the greater gap in
financial capability created by the added burden of tuition expenses. The poor will be paying for a service they are entitled to, he says,
but are unable to have.
Mr. Hastie questions whether tuition will
be able to pay for a substantial amount of the
University's expenses, or even for a portion of
the financial aid to students. He says that
continued on page 8
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To Whom It May Concern:

As a second-year medical student, 1 wish to
express my dismay over the academic schedule created for this year for the School of Medicine. This -New Curriculum" schedule grants
a vacation from the 21st to the 28th of December, then requires students to attend two days
of classes on the 29th and 30th of December,
only to grant another four days of vacation
from the Ist to the 4th of January.
May 1 point out that these two days of school
are a source of inconvenience to many conscientious students who will return to distant
homes for the Holidays. 1 can find no reasonable criteria for the institution of these two
days of instruction: why nt)t tack them on at
the end of the year'. 1I hope that this situation
will be corrected in the future. Otherwise,
such a schedule deserves the comment made
by Gen. G. Patton about the Seigfried Line.
In the past issue of Synapse, I noticed in the
minutes for the ASTC Assembly meeting that
monies totaling $7200 were made available
for salaries for various student body officers.
Mr. Alex Stalcup, President of the ASUC of
this campus, will receive $1800 of that fund,
Mr. Dennis Spain Vice-President, will also
receive $1800. and the rest of the booty will
be divided among various officers. I question
the function and principle of allotting such
monies.
I ask first: where did the funds come from.
Why were the funds not used for financial aid
to students, in a time of crisis when many of us
find that only half of our needs are being met
by financial aid" The financial aid situation,
judging from the present trend of developments, will not improve. Should such money,

which could conceivably "support several students, be squandered in such a manner
However, should the recipients of such
monies be m need of financial aid. then one
can see valid reason for. such disbursement.
But. one will also ask. why cannot these
gentlemen apply for financial aid. as all the

students>do?
(f
Then arises the point of "salaried offices,"
''xjas several do exist on other campuses. A point
of contention will be raised, that the demands
of these offices- and duties are so great that
stipends are necessary for compensation.
May I add that these recipients assumed these
offices of their own volition and desire, and
certainly on a campus such as this one should
not expect to receive such renumeration or
any at all. At this moment, the Economic Opportunities Office is in dire financial straits,
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the Financial Aid Office is in a simdar situation, and avaricious banks are bleeding students with high interest rates on their loans.
I believe the Chancellor's Office should
closely re-examine this matter and reconsider
the function of such stipends. I am in agreement with Miss Sandra Marek's amendment
to report on the time, work, and energy expended with each position.
Carl Yorita
Pauoa Valley
Medicine II

The unpalatable pill: tuition
President. Associated

By S Alex Stalcup.

Students, UCMC

II Paul Ehrlich, President, Graduate Student
Association UCMC

The idea of charging TUITION in our
state's seats of learning is very near. How has
such an idea come about It is not the result
of our state losing its industrial wealth or its
need for educated citizens. Rather, it is the
result'of the public being unaware of our institution's aims and values toward the entire
cultural, industrial, and social wealth of "this
once Golden State." It is being initiated and
pushed through by a state administration who
is bent on the desire to punish the radicals and
dissentors on our College campuses.
LET US EXAMINE who the current state's
administration actually punishes with tuition.
First of all, it places a heavy financial burden
upon the student and his family. The argument that the tuition fees would go to help the
financially needy might be a valid one, but it
most likely will only increase the number who
will need financial aid. It will definitely hit the
family who has a moderate income and has
more than one offspring in college — i.e. the
size of the family income will be the only unit
considered, while the size of educational cost
of sending two or three children to college will
not be given adequate consideration. If potential college graduates are turned away, then
every citizen will be directly or indirectly
punished. The employers will not get the
priceless commodity of skilled employees, the
schools which teach our young will be inadequately staffed, and the decline of this state's
brain trust will trigger the loss of industries
and federal grants, resulting in this state's
overall loss of wealth and leadership.
Haven't the individual taxpayers been punished enough by this state administration.
The tax burden has been shifted from this
state's industries and banks to the individual.
In 1964 the Banks and industry paid for 18'; of
the states tax revenues, while the people of
this state carried 19' of the burden. Now the
people pay 28' < of it, while our banks and industries are only sharing in 13'; of the taxes.
Vet. it is the banks and industry who are utilizing that educated brain trust which is being

-

assembled on our college campuses. We the
tax payers are and'will be punished for the unrest in our college campuses, while our wealthy industries and banks will reap the reward.
Does this state value the worth of its doctors, nurses, pharmacists, and dentists.' Does
it yalue the tax dollars these individuals will
add to the future state budgets? They are and
they will continue to be a worthwhile investment in this state's wealth and Health care.
How very few of our state educated graduates
ever leave California, compared to other state
financed schools who lose many graduates to
California.

WHAT CAN WE DO AS STUDENTS? We
can show our distaste for this illogical monster of tuition by writing our state representatives in the legislature. We also can tap
another group for support in our cause — our
parents and the friends ofour parents who have
offspring in college or who, in the near future,
will have someone there. Maybe if enough letters come into our state leaders, requesting an
end to this unjust idea of tuition, there may be
a change of mind in the thinking of the Regents and our anti-intellectual governor. Let
us send letters of information to the big industries of this state, requesting them to
place pressure through their lobbies on our
state legislators. It should be made clear to
these wealthy giants that their own wealth is
directly proportional to the greatness and size
of this state's universities.
Our own campus can be used to show a
specific example of this financial crisis which
exists on our state University system. It is
clear that the citizens of the state benefit most
from the continuation of a tuition free university. Yet the student is in a serious financial
crisis — the result of a steady decrease in the
support of the University by the state. These
financial difficulties are also to be found on
the San Francisco campus. Of most immediate
significance to the student body is the effects
of the budget squeeze on the financial aid
given to students to allow them to attend the
University.

This campus receives financial aid from two
main sources; federal and state. State sources

are severely strained this year owing to unmet need to be found on all of,the other U.C.
campuses. These needs range from $750,000
at U.C. Berkeley to $65,000 at U.C. Davis.
Complicating this situation is the fact that
UCSF received, on the average, only 72% of
its requests for funds from federal sources.
This includes a receipt of 32% of our request
for Health Professions Student loans for
Dentists and only 467r for Medicine from the
same source. As a result of this and reduced
state aid, students who made requests for
financial aid didn't receive what they needed
to enable them to go to school this year. In
fact, in medicine, the average awards were
0n1y65%-80% of what students were eligible to
(by federal and state guidelines). In Dentistry,
students received only 30%-40% of what they
were eligible to receive to complete the school
year. The amount of money still needed by the
students on this campus totals $330,000. This
figure unless obtained for the present cost of
receiving an education on this campus, ranging from $8,072 for a single nursing student
up to $29,373 for a married dental student
with two children.
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THE PERCENTAGE OF students receiving Financial
aid on this campus if tuition were imposed?
Presently 49% of the students receive some
financial aid. With the continuing committment of the campus to provide equal educational opportunity and to broadening the base
of admissions, it is projected that within five
years 69% of the student body will be receiving financial aid, assuming no increase in
present tuition and fees. It is estimated by the
financial aids office that a tuition levy of $500
per quarter would force up to a 100% increase
in the percentage of recipients. A recent AS
UC survey of the student body revealed, in
summary, that UCSF students do not receive
much financial aid from their parents, a larger
proportion are older, married and have children than on other U.S. campuses, and that a
larger proportion of students enter their first
year here having debt accumed during their
undergraduate years.
We feel the governor and those who support
him on this issue are wrong in their idea of
tuition. We must project a mature campaign
against this inequitable idea of tuition.
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Students needed on administrative committees
The Commission on Internal Affairs is now representing the student community
on several campus administrative committees. At the
moment the manpower the
commission has is inadequate
to fully participate in thesecommittees as well as carry
out its tasks of evaluating
and making recommendations for changes in the Student Health Service and the
U.C. Clinics operation.
More students are needed
on each of the following committees:
The CAMPUS FOOD SERVICES deals with trie oper*
ation of the Millberry Union
cafeteria, the Moffitt Hospital cafeterias and the vending machine services on campus. They will consider such
things as the hours of operation for all of these units,
the possible rearrangement
of physical plants now being
considered for Moffitt and
a possibility for Millberry in
the future. No commissioner
has yet been appointed.
The RECREATION DEPARTMENT is at present
without a full time director.
The choice of the new director will have implication for
the future types of services
and facilities offered to the
campus community. Joe Nelson, a dental student, has
been appointed to this committee.
There are twelve functions
for the PHARMACY AND
THERAPEUTICS COMMITTEE. They are:
1. Determine policy pertaining to procurement, storage, distribution, and use of
drugs.
2. Serve in an advisory capacity to the medical staff,
to the pharmacy staff, and
to other groups in the selection, choice and use of drugs
which meet the most effective standards of quality.
3. Evaluate objectively clinical data regarding new
drugs or agents proposed for
the use in the Hospitals.
4. Control the stocking of
numerous brands of the same
basic drug.
5. Recommend the addition and deletion of drugs
stocked in the Hospital Pharmacy.
6. Develop a formulary of
approved drugs for use in the
Hospitals and provide for its
constant revision. Combinations of two drugs or more
,must have separate approval.
7. Make recommendations
concerning drugs to be stocked in hospital patients units
and services.
8. Establish or plan programs of communications to
the professional staff or pertinent matters related to
drugs and their use.
9. Recommend policies regarding the safe use of drugs
in Hospitals, including such
matters as investigational
drugs, hazardous drugs, and
others.
10. Study problems involved in proper distribution and
labeling of medications for
inpatients and outpatients.
11. Study problems related
to the administration ofmedications.

12. Determine which drug
preparations proposed by the
Pharmaceutical Technology
Laboratory may be used in
the Hospitals.
«

vivarium in matters such as
pej diem changes, personnel
changes and development of
services.
The changes for the EN-

The ANIMAL CARE COM
MITTEE has' no representative as yet. The
sponsibilities have been determined for the Committee
on Animal Care: The committee should undertake longrange planning for development of the vivarium; review
and support or recommend
modification of annual budgets, supplement budgets,
and building programs for
the vivarium; act in an advisory capacity to the Chancellor and to the Director of the

AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
are very important in establishing those principles for
the maintenance of a health
ccmimunity environment. The programs of this committee include but are not restricted to the following: environmental
industrial hygiene, radiation
safety, occupational medicine, safety (accidental injury), fire protection, disaster preparedness (provision
of technical aid from the university to the. community at

-—

VIRONMENTAL riEALTH

large), animal care, and relations with governmental
regulatory agencies'.
It would appear this committee could, if it desired
and were capable, establish
close cooperation* with the
broader San Francisco cornunity which has to deal with
many of these same environmental hazards.
s
Chuck Payton has met
with the. CAMPUS PLANNING COMMITTEE, there
is provision for one more
student representative. This
committee deals largely with
the planning and development of the campus' physical
plant. This committee's decisions can have a great
affect on the educational and

patient

care environment
achieved by this
campus. Issues presently
being considered include the
local of the new dental school
and the designing of that
structure, and the location
and size of a new LangleyPorter facility.
The CHANCELLOR'S AD
HOC COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT to
which Chuck Payton is a
member, has a twofold
charge:
1. to find out what is the
present relationship between
this campus and industry,
2. develop, with campus
participation, and communicate a set of criteria to govern future campus relationships with industry.
eventually
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banks
are
a
hassle,
right?
/

Wrong!
Not Bank of America. It's
the world's largest bank with the
world's biggest heart. Seriously!
So, if your bank has been
hassling you lately, drop in.
We've got something that could
interest you.
Take checking accounts.
We have four of them, so
you have a choice. Tenplan*, for
instance, lets you write checks
for only 150 apiece. Statements
come just once every 3 months.
Another good thing is the

way we handle your checking

account when you leave school
for summer vacation.

You can have a zero
balance and you won't have a
penny's maintenance charge.
And, you won't have to open a
new account come fall. Or,
because Bank of America has
more branches than any bank in
California, there's probably one
in your home town. You'll be
able to transfer the balance in
your school branch to your

home branch and back again,
without a murmur,
And, as a part of the scene,
you'll be able to get the checks
that make the scene.
Dig? So does Bank of
America.
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business of living
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Hank of Amenca National Trust & Savings Association
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Member FDIC
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos Wo*, 1-5; The Choral Fantasy*. Daniel Barenboim, piano; New Philharmonia Orchestra, Otto Klemperer
cond. (*with the John Alldis Choir). Angel Stereo SD-3752

'

An unqualified success. Barenboim and Klemperer have struck off
the finest available integral set of the Beethoven concertos ever reYou've tried them all, . now try
corded, Fleisher, Gilels. Kempff and all the rest notwithstanding. There
is so much that is new in these interpretations thajj to cover a|L of the
strong points of the album is not possible (the EdifSr wouldn't let me
,
have the space necessary to do it, anyway!).
The Barenboim Klemperer approach is such that some concertos are
seen in an entirely new light, the First and Third emerging as weightier,
noble pieces than on any other recording. Others, such as the
PIZZERIA AND RESTAURANT
I more
Fourth, contain so many new points of interpretation here that while
previous- recordings may have been good ones, they no longer seem
as complete or satisfying/And the Choral Fantasy, after receiving
MONTROSE 1-2140
quite
IRVING
STREET
',700
.»
M
w
CITY WIDE DELIVERY
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
g barely tolerable performances from the likes, of Badura-Skoda and
Scherchen,.Brendel and Bottcher, and Serkin and Bernstein, finally gets
I^H
■HHnmM
■
the completely satisfactory performance that it deserves.
A note about the recorded sound: my copy of this album is not the
Angel set pressed in the United States, but a British copy on the HMV
.__
r
*
1
Angel should be appearing soon at the
' label, imported last spring. TheU.S.
is notorious for not getting all of the
in
shops;
Angel
record
but
the
Complimentary Personal Service
the records.
sound
Qnto
at our New Sunset Salon
My British HMV has EXCELLENT sound; one only has to compare
it to the recent-<jilels/Szell records of these concertos to appreciate the
superiority of British sound engineers over American. But whether it
will all find its way onto the domestic product will have to be seen. Assuming that all or most of it does, this, album is highly recommended.
Don't throw away your other recordings; but splurge a little, if you can,
and come up with the $15 or so for this one.
94 Judah Street, near 6th Avenue
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MAHLER: Symphony No. 7,
harmonia Orchestra, Otto Klempei
The only real competitor to thi
ler's Seventh is the Leonard Berns
time of its release proved to be a r
pared to the only other stereo reo
ferent version by Maurice Abrava
the Bernstein recording was not lik
Yet surpassed it has been. The
all of Mahler'fcsymphonies, with"
beautiful passages with some of th<
piece of great music.
To handle this work so that th<
structural disorganization; yet to
else can result in a most unfeelin
Klemperer and Bernstein are too
expense of the other; but Klemper
tjie use of slower, steadier tempos,
'<
interpretation.
The finale, a Rondo in C-Majo
pull off successfully. The opening
cafe-band" melodies, as Bernstein
ment, each time blared forth loudly
Where Bernstein treats it as eh
with his more deliberate tempos'; s
of tawdryness influence him, and
same theme sounding over the din
of Gustav Mahler has attained a
recorded performartces. In 1969,
revelatory as Bernstein's was in 19(

-
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House of Viviane Woodard
Cosmetics
for Appointment 10am-til 6 pjn.

664-5420

Call

_
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DEBUSSY: Preludes, Books I an
Bergamasque. Walter Gieseking, pi
Gieseking was a master in Debu:
death, his memorable recordings o
itive arfiong the recorded reperti
virtuosos so prevalent today, he m
skill to get in the way of the mv
one's first idea is not of how nott
MUSICAL Debussy was.
These performances were oriji
records. Although they have been
1953 (on LP, of course), the stereo
being in mono only, and not in stoc
they are on the budget
lectors and owners of LP's that h;
the years can start fresh with the
post-World War II recordings of Di
Sharp-eyed perusers of the Schv
king also recorded these works It
recorded after the pianist switch
EMI). Those more recent recordii
stead of by direct disc-cutting techr
By purchasing the OTHER piai
the Angel series, one can have a m
tion by Gieseking. Angel, unfortun
and these discs are now becoming I
The sound on these Odyssey dis
my music system the recordings st
played on the equalization positioi
no such position, don't panic. Just
til it sounds best to you.

DVORAK: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra in B minor, Op. 104;
Tchaikovsky: Variations on a Rococo Theme for Cello and Orchestra,
Op. 33. Mstislav Rostropovich, cello; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
Herbert yon Karajan cond. DGG SLPM 139 044
This is Rostropovich's fourth recording of the Dvorak Concerto, and
his second in stereo. The first was-an indifferent Russian recording, isi sued twice in the U.S., and still in print on both Monitor and Period
labels. The second was a GREAT performance with the Czech Philharmonic under Vaclav Talich.(still available, but somewhat hard to find,
on Parliament mono PLP-139). The third, a late-1950s stereo recording on Capitol, proved a very special performance indeed (more on it
later). This new DGG has the advantage of modern 1969-style sound,
and the benefit of the superb Berlin Philharmonic.
Depending on one's point of view, Herbert yon Karajan may be an
asset as well. Karajan takes a romantic approach to the concerto, molding the orchestral accompaniment with the technical skill for which he
is famous, while treating the many quietly melodic passages in a way
that belies the word of critics of eight or ten xears ago who compared
him to toscanini. This Rostropovich/Karajan collaboration is one in
the style of the classic idea of the virtuoso concerto, the soloist and orchestra equal but separate.
This is not to say that the cellist and orchestra never play together;
Rostropovich in concertos has always been renowned for this, and he
conductor than
upholds this reputation here. Yet, a far less
Karajan, though equally skilled in orchestral technique, may allow the
chamber-music aspects of a concerto to emerge.
This is especially true when such a large and rich-sounding instrument as a cello is involved. Fortunately such a conductor HAS recorded
the Dvorak Cello Concerto with Rostropovich; Sir Adrian Boult's late-1950s Capitol recording showed Rostropovich and the orchestra as
equals, playing WITH each other. Even solos within the orchestra
emerged in a rare dialogue with the cellist. As an interpretation, this
version is unrivalled by the new DGG.
But there are three objections to it that the DGG avoids: for one
thing, the Royal Philharmonic is not really the top rank band that
Karajan's Berlin orchestra is. For another, the ten year old sound is
somewhat fuzzy, but listcnable (most late-1950s stereo records of
EMI/Capitol/Angel sounded as good or better in their mono versions).
1 And finally, it is out of print.
Fortunately it has been announced for release in the spring on the
budget-priced Seraphim label, according to the head of Capitol's classical division. When available again at last, it will share top rank among
recordings of the Dvorak Cello Concerto with the Gendron/Haitink
performance on Philips, Starker/Dorati on Mercury (deleted but still
available at some shops), the classic old mono performance by Pablo
Casals with George Szcll, and the new DGG record.
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1015 Irving, St. Open 11:30 am 9:00 pm
I
WE DELIVER Phone 566-4722
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3 - item lunch 99'

closed Monday

HERE AND THERE, MUSIC-WI
Classical music lovers, insomn
especially anyone who falls into
familiar with the sixteen year-old
Dawn." Carried on ten stations na
KCBS-AM from 11:30 pm to 5:30
Unfortunately, KCBS has decic
program, and MTD will be droppei
a chance. American Airlines, the i
negotiate the continuation of the p
January 1. If you want the prograr
lines, 340 Pine St., San Francisco
self known.
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Claim Books

-

Now is the time to re
claim your books from the
ASUC office. If you Darticipated in the October and
November USED BOOK
SALE, you will be interested to know that it is now
over.
Many
stimulating,
informative, and inovative
books still remain in the office, however, and are taking up valuable space. If
you wish to have the books
back, please come over to
Room
Millberry
Union,
249 and collect them. The
books will be given away at
the end of the week if they
are not claimed.

-
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New yearbook concept
Something New: •
Forthcoming: a new San
Francisco Medical Center

publication. Experimental,
magazine-like in appear-

it will contain
ance,
photos, photo essays, humor, art, satire, poems,
etc., recording the activities of students, reflecting
the medical center today
and now, capturing its flavor and events, and a vehicle for persons to express
their creative and artictic
talents. If you have pic
tures taken at the medical
center, or of students in

-

action, in class, at parties,
ect, lend us your nega

fives! We welcome and car
contributions
your
use
Photobugs, humorists, wri
here's your change!
ters
Leave your material with
Mitsuo Tomita c/o Mill
berry Union. If you have
further questions or are
interested in helping out,
contact either:
Mitsuo Tomita, School
of Medicine
Alan Sue, School of
Dentistry
Karen Scholer, School
of Nursing

—
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Housing-a four "D" perspective
le

Song of the Night;" New Phil

r cond. Angel Stereo SB-3740
new Klemperer recording of Mah;in recording of 1966, which at the/
velatory experience, especially comrding then available, a rather indifel. My feeling at the time was'that
|y to ever be surpassed.
Seventh is the most problematic of «
intastic juxtapositions of noble and
cheapest, tawdriest melodies in any
k

,

contrasts are emphasized is to risk
ress strucUJre at the expense of'all

perfunctory kind of performance,
nusicianly to emphasize one at the
r, choosing to maintain structure by
ets what I feel is the more successful

,

is A;he most difficult movement to
une (one of those cheap "Viennese
alls them) recurs through the movein the brass.
taply as he refers to it, Klemperer,
übbornly refuses to let implications
y the time the finale ends with this
of cow-bells, the seventh symphony
ew majesty previously unknown in
Klemperer's Mahler Seventh is as

5.

I II; Children's Corner Suite;

Suite
mo. Odyssey 32360021
>y; even now, thirteen years after his
Debussy piano music remain dcfinire. Unlike the all-too-mechancial
ver allowed the pursuit of technical
;ic. On hearing these performances
■perfect Gieseking was, but of how
nally issued in 1947, on 78-rpm
in print, at least theoretically, since

age left them somewhat unavailable,
<. in many stores.
priced Odyssey label, beginning colve become the worse for wear over
c new transfers of Gieseking's first
bussy.
Ann catalog may notice that Gieser the Angel label (the Angels were
•d his contract from Columbia to
gs were done on magnetic tape in-

iques, and have superior sound.
works of Debussy as recorded in
arly complete Debiussy piano collecitely, is gradually phasing out mono,
ard to find. Haste is advised.
;s is rather dim due to their age. On
emed to sound best when they were
for 78-rpm records. If your set has
ooost the treble and cut the bass, un0

m

acs, and midnight-oil-burners (and
ill three categories) most likely are

ill-night radio program, "Music Til
ionwide, it is broadcast locally over
im. six nights a week,
ed to change to a 24-hour all-news
I. Don't despair, though; there is still
ponsor of the program, is trying to
ogram on another station beginning
1continued, write to American AirCalifornia 94104 and make your-

Millberry Union to hold
Children's Xmas party
Millberry
The
annual
Christmas
Children's
Union
Party will be held on Friday,
December 12, in the MillUnion Gym. Festivities will
begin at 6:30 p.m. and continue until 8:30, with cartoons
and refreshments for one arid
all. The big event of course,
will be the arrival of Santa
on his bright red fire engine.
Parents are encouraged to
arrive with their children at
6,30 sharp to provide Santa
with a big welcome.
Any students or employees
interested in being "Santa's
Helpers" and aiding in the
decoration of the Gym should
call Barbara Squires at 666-2019.

Cresalia Jewelers
278 Post St.

Dimension, Direction, Dilemma and Default

2nd Floor-Since 1912

Buy Direct & Save Up To 50%

How does one locate a, and resources to build new
Specialist in Fine Quality Diamond*
large house in San Francisco facilities and to improve the
-Pearls
Jade
Wedding Sets Designing Silverware Clocks
to accommodate a medical conditions at the 610 Parstudent and his family? Or- nassus dormitories, lack, of
dinarily .this is not too much administrative staff to coorof a problem, but when the dinate the variety ofactivities
family consists of nine chil- of the Housing Office, and
IMPORTS GIFTS
dren, it takes something perhaps the most important
to
CANDLES & PLANTERS
short of a miracle
accom- deficiency, the lack of any
plish this task at the Medical long-range campus program
Center. In a nutshell, this is to meet the present and fuCAU
one of the many jobs per- ture needs of the Medical
AWIANGOOEHTS
\
formed by the Campus Hous- Center's housing.
The,.need for low-cost stud
ing Office.
661-4113 gggjg
GARDEN PATH
weddings
dent housing is becoming
|M
1
FLORIST
0R
more acute as the rentals in
OB
J| IJ USIIVMCNEMMMtt. I
,AKTOCCM,OH
V} / CJo« to U. C. MavOal I CCII-JO/0
the private sector of the comQMQ
-JULBO-.
I
Bj
800
AMD HOOAM SOUrVAN
.Al Heller, the Campus munity is escalating with the
/UCTIRCIAL PIAMTS
fsim V
J
Housing Officer for the past increase of property taxes
SMfCtIBW
WE DELIVER ANYWHEBE
eight years is in charge of all in San Francisco. Just this
University owned housing year, property taxes have inwhich includes the two dor- creased 20 percent over last
mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuttiiiiiiiiiiit iiitiiiiiiittntnteninnfnntfi^iiittftfliiniitiititiiiiiiHiiiuni^iiiiitiiiiiiiMtneqi
mitories: in Millberry Resi- year which has resulted in a
lience Halls, the old nursing $10 to $25 rental hike across
dormitory.at 610 Parnassus the board for most listings.
Attention Skiers and Snow Bunnies...
Avenue, and the complex of The need is magnified for
165 units of married student most students as student fihousing known as Aldea Sari nancial aid is drastically cutStay at Tahoe Pine Lodge on Highway 89
Miguel on Mt. Sutro.
back, the cost of living soars,
South. Motel units, housekeeping cottages
More than a third of Medi- and other inflationary factors.
cal Center students live in
heated and winterized. Ski packages availUniversity housing and the
able. Five minutes to Homewood and Tahoe
demand for more low-cost
E..0.P. Program
Ski Bow, twenty minutes to Squaw and Alpine
facilities becomes increasingUniversity's commitThe
Meadows. Rates and accomodations on rely critical with the inflation- ment to the Educational Opary rise in local rents in San portunities Program this year
quest. Write Box 47, Tahoma, Calif., 95733 or
Francisco.
Managing 382 was reflected in the housing
call 916-525-7837.
units is no small job, in fact policy by giving a priority to
Bankamerlcard, Master Charge, American Express
when one is charged with the minority students who have
responsibility of managing, been faced with discrimina- j
operating, and maintaining tory practices in San FranmniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuu^
all University property, one cisco. Aldea San Miguel has
is often cast in a variety of
23 new residents this year
"i*wi your rrwfMiy
roles, such as janitor, mail- representing the campus comman, plumber, electrician, mitment to this important
PHOTO
maid, delivery man, messen- program.
CBfltß
Since 1953
ger, security guard, repairman, and a host of duties that
become incumbent upon an
individual who is on the premises when a thousand and one
Fills a Need
things can go wrong.
One
of the top priorities of
Servicing all the housing
the
services has
housing
needs of students include a been to expand and develop
Aye. near
Way
1234
variety of details; some of the the free rental service proroutine requests involve stu- vided by the Housing Office.
dents who lock themselves
promotFilms, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
out of their apartments to an Assigned to the task of Edison
new
rentals
was
ing
Color Processing by KODAK
emergency call to repair a Uno of the Dean of Students
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
faulty toilet.
staff. Probably the most difSave Money on Technicolor Processing Mailers
ficult task accomplished in
SpecialsAll Year Around
this area was the locating
adequate housing for a third
The total annual rental in- year medical student who
come is in excess of $350,000, needed a large home for his
a lot of rent when you con- wife and nine children. Uno
OV. 1-4229
MON. SAT. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
sider the dormitories rent worked night and day for
for $40-$5O and the married three days and came up with
student housing units rent a solution to his problem
for $95-$lOO per month. As a which the student could not
result oflimited campus hous- resolve after weeks of effort.
ing facilities, and active role
The Future
ofthe housing office staffis to
The future of the housing
develop and maintain an ef- services are very dubious.
fective off-campus free rental There are no immediate
Leave Dec. 19 Return Jan. 3
service. Over two hundred plans to build or acquire adm
units
for
married
Leave
Dec. 20 - Return Jan. 4
month
avail
themditional
per
people
selves of this service to locate students. The dormitory at
rentals in San Francisco.
610 Parnassus needs to be
The demands for low-cost replaced orremodeled. HousLeave Dec. 19 Return Jan. 4
student housing is on the in- ing Officer Heller has been
flights are open to Student. Faculty, Staff Employees
advocating the growing need
crease, complicated by reW
and their immediate family.
strictive landlords who will for additional resources to
with
the
demands
pets.
keep
up
not accept children or
FOR RESERVATION OR INFORMATION
#
The problem ofracial discrim- for low-cost student housing.
(415)
PHONE
392-8513
The future looks bleak as
ination in housing has been
MAIITOOArFOtWierUOHTINroHMAWON
%
alleged in a few instances; the champion of this direcFUGHTS
Q CHASTER
however the few cases have tion has resigned after eight
V
WSMorketSf, San Fr.rai«ro, Col.l 94103
of
dedicated
service
to
years
resolved
without
legal
been
-v Please mail me information on flights
action.
the. University and students.
Name
The Housing Office oper- The Business Office which is
I
for
housing
the
responsible
ations are hampered by the
Apt. No.
•street
Q
office functions will be faced
lack of so many things
'.._.
No
No.
Slate
A/in
Phone
lack of units in married stu- with the question, "Quo Vadent housing, lack of funds dis Housing?"
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Mr. Gilbert Russak directs the Millberry singers in preparation
for a Chri tmas concert this Thursday.

Trim-a-limbpartsiyet
The campus community
is invited to the traditional
Trim-A-Limb
Christmas
party Thursday, December
11 at 12 noon in the Mill-'
berry Union Lounge. A
musical program will be
presented by the campus
choral ensemble and the.
Medical Center Orchestra.
The soloist for 1 WONDER

.

Pharmacy wives club

plans upcoming events
Again this year, the Pharmacy Student's Wives Club
is actively planning their
schedule of events for the
coming months. The club was
organized with various definite ambitions and goals in
mind; among them, to provide a means of promoting
friendship and the exchange
of ideas between the wives
of Pharmacy students, to
provide a form of communication between themselves
and the academic environs,

and also to furnish funds for
a one-hundred dollar scholarship which is derived from
the proceeds of several of
their activities. These are
the main objectives of the
Pharmacy Student's Wives
Club but by no means the
only ones realized.
The events scheduled so
far will include a social hour

Calendar of events
<

TODAY

A Cell Membrane Calcium Pump.

t

Castles and Cities of Northern
Italy. Lecture. Dr. Henry
Logorio, UC, Berkeley. 12
noon, MU Lounge
Committee on Arts and Lectures.

FRIDAY

Lecture. Dr. Frank Vincenzi.
University of Washington.
4:30 p.m.. 1259 HSW
Dept. of Pharmacology.

/

How can we exercise appropriate
judgment? Informal discussion on philosophy. 12 noon,
Dr chauncey D. Leake. Toland Hall, UC Hospital:
Coffee and cookies.

—

—
with the faculty; guest lecWEDNESDAY
tures on currently significant
topics; a Christmas turkey Chromatic Contrast at Borders of Ethical Theories in Relation to
Visual Images. Lecture. Robgive-away which is the donaPractical Psychiatry. Lecture. Theater. Harold Pinter's One
ert M. Boynton, PhD., Vis.
Chauncey D. Leake. PhD.,
tion of Bercut Brother's
Act Plays performed by the
Prof. UCSF, Univ. of RochesUCSF & Prof, of Medical
Playhouse Repertory TheGrant Market; and an Easter Center Visual Sci. 1 p.m..
11
Jurisprudence,
Hastings.»
12 noon. MU Lounge
ater.
ter project which previously
Rm. S-758 — Dept. of Phya.m. LPNI Aud. ■— Lahgley
Committee on Arts and
was comprised of preparing
siology Seminar Series.
Porter Seminars.
Lectures.
Easter baskets for the Mount ,
Zion
children's Nerve Growth Factor Protein. Roman Wall and Roman World.
Hospital
Lecture. Eric Shooter, MD.,
Films. 12, noon. Med.' Sci.
ward where two Vietnamese
Dept. Genetics, Stanford
Aud. — Committee on Arts Effects of the Carcinogen, Aflatoxchildren were under care.
in B1 and Ster id Hormones
School of Medicine. 3:30
and Lectures.
Other activities will be
on Membrane Polysome Inp.m.. Rm. S-758
Dept. of
teractions. Lecture. Dr. B.R.
geared toward the raising of
Physiology Seminar Series. New Approaches to Somatic Cell
Rabin Utiivers.ty College.
Genetics.
Lecture.
Richard
funds for the annual scholarUniversity ot London. 4 p.m.,
TUESDAY
Goldsby, PhD;, Dept. Bioship given at the close of the
214" s ~ DeP l B.ochem.slogy Yale. 4 p.m., 303-HSW
year. The Pharmacy Wives A
try and Biophysics Seminars.
at
Look
20th
CenPhysician
— Dept. Pharmaceutical
Club president, Jill Borgstury India. Lecture. Dr. C.G.
Chemistry Seminars.
Carry on Nurse. Film. 7:30 p.m..
dorf, along with the other
Pandit, Honorary ConsulMed. Sci. Aud. Students 50c.
tant, Postgraduate Institution
officers are enthusiastically
General 75c. Friday Night
Research,
of
Medical
Ed.
&
looking forward to the upFilm Series.
Chandigarh, India. 12 noon,
coming events and new ideas,
Med. Sci. Aud. — The
THURSDAY
and invite new wives of PharSATURDAY
George Williams Hooper
macy students to become inFoundation — Dept. of InNovel: Ralph Ellison. Film. 12 Evaluating Myocardial Contractiternational Health Seminar
volved. For further informanoon. Med., Sci. Aud. —
l»y. Seminar. Elliot RapaSeries.
tion contact Joan Barriere,
Committee on Arts & Lecpor
MD and Jonathan
584-0454
tures.
Kernes, MD. II a.m., 1364Uptake, Distribution and Metab*,

—

_

"°

.

-
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Library tours every Tuesday
The UCMC Library now
has a weekly schedule of
library orientation tours for
authorized library patrons,
including students, faculty,
and staff.

AS I WANDER will be ees for recreation too.
Carolyn
Lawson.
Joyce
Rehearsals on Monday
Schroeder is the pianist,
evenings at 5:30 in the MillThe 35 Millberry Singers berry Union Music Room are
will go Christmas caroling on, fun with Mr. Gilbert Russak
December 15 for patients in our highly qualified director.
H. C. Moffitt and U. C. hospi- Participants have interesting
tals. Most of the singers are backgrounds in musical activstudents but the group is- ities to share. Come join us if
open to faculty and employ- you like to sing.

where to find library materials The tour takes approximately an hour.
No arrangements need be
made in advance for the
scheduled weekly Tuesday

olism of the Volatile Anesthetic Agents. Lecture. Ellis Concert and 11 im-A-l iml> Party.
12 noon. MU Lounge. U.C.
N. Cohen. PhD., Prof, of
Chamber Orchestra and MillAnesthesia, Stanford Univ.
berry Singers. Sing Along &
Med. Center. 4 p.m., 664-S
Help Trim Tree; RefreshDept. Pharmaceutical
ments.
Chemistry Seminars.

—

S

—

CVRI Seminar Series.

Hospital
Auxiliary-Sponsored
high school students to decorate the 50 Christmas trees
on campus; come & watch or
help.

tours.
Every Tuesday morning at
9:00 a.m. in the Library
(S 257) near the circulation
desk a reference librarian
will meet persons who are interested in learning how to
:
use the Library and how and

If this day and hour are not
convenient, it is possible to
arrange for library orientation tours by calling Head of
Readers'
Miss
Services,
Mary Barr, of the Library
staff, extension 2334.
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Project Concern's
helping hand
covered, they can be sent to
various of the orphanages in
Tijuana and Tecate. One of
the orphanages is real nice,
another is so bad that no
human being can decently
live in it. This past summer
many dental students had a
chance to see the contrast
between the two orphanages.
The difference is a shocking
one and makes you wonder
how many more exist like
that.
The orphanage Esperanza
(Hope) is the nicest and most
modern in Tijuana. It is operated by the Methodist Church
and the kids are physically
well taken care of. Everything is .clean and the food
is abundant. The kids work
in the large yard, play, go to
school and make beautiful
things which they sell in
their cafeteria.
heard of the orphanages I felt that these
certainly
young children
should be looked after concerning their health. We
gave the majority of the orphanage children a cursory
examination, wrote down
their names and needs and
asked them to come and see
us at our Project Concern
dental clinic in Tijuana. The
few days, at 7:30, we welnext
Many Kids Left Alone
comed the sight of an old
blue station wagon that
I saw many kids who were brought in the kids from the
left alone by their parents, outskirts of Tijuana where
for various reasons, because
the orphanage was.
many were found by Project
Concern's workers. What
So Many Children
kind of hope do these innocent human beings have
Project Concern's helping
"when forces of our social enhand had extended to them.
vironment impose upon them We wished we could do more
to take care of themselves in to help more people in grave
a world full of people that, inneed. The problem of finding
creasingly, tend to turn into abandoned children
in Tithemselves?
juana is a great one because
Some of these kids will be there are so many canyons
found, but many are still begand alleys, and so many peoging on the streets for penple all around that it is hard
nies, turning garbage cans to know who belongs to who.
over to find food we have left There are so many children
because we were full. They on the street who beg that
don't know that there are you could never stop asking
places they can go to for help. them where their parents
There is little hope for them. are.
These kids are truly among
the forgotten people of our
world, and they live next
door to us!
When children in Tijuana
become parentless and by
luck and concern are disHope! We all hope man>
things in our lives. Translated in Spanish hope is Esperanza. Many people in Tijuana .have very little hope
left. The city is growing tre--"
mendously. The amount of
jobs are not keeping up with
the influx of people from inland Mexico and the high
birthrate among its present
population of nearly 400,000.
Where can the poor people turn to in times of trouble? Where do they look for
hope?
Temptations rise high in
Tijuana and in desperation
people do irrational things
even in Tijuana and perhaps
even more so there because
of, its location, and tourist attraction.
Laws are strict in Mexico
and punishments severe.
Those who get caught
whatever they possess behind.
This also means their children who will be left unattended from then on. I
heard of and saw the,thirteen
year old girl who took care
of her five younger brothers
and sisters for about a year
before she was discovered
by Project Concern's social
worker.

Americans cannot do the
job however. It has to be
Mexicans helping Mexicans
because pride and culture
separate us from each other.
Project Concern wants to
help and stresses that the
people are capable of helping
should help those that are in
need of help. To solve'many
of the problems in Tijuana
more Mexicans should join
to help Project Concern in its
passion and love for the forgotten people to justify its
being what it has become.
Maybe you need the people Among guests enjoying California wine at a tasting November
of forgotten areas of this 20 for the Graduate Nurse Organization of the UCMC were
world as much as they need (left to right) Dr. Rheba Pc Tornyayaculty member and Presiyou! Why don't you become dent-Elect ot the California Nurse Association, Miss Linda
part of Project Concern and Suess, Chairman of the event, and Dr. Marjorie S. Dunlap,
extend your hand in loving Dean of the School of Nursing. The tasting was arranged by
help too? We will have a Miss Suess through the Wine Institute, trade association for
meeting soon with films and the Wine Growers of California.
slides, will you visit us and
talk with us?
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Top Soul Music & Entertainment in San Francisco

Dance to the Music of

The Funky Irving Street Soul Band
And the New Kynne Winston Show

-

Special

TWo Large Dance Floors Plenty of Parking in Rear
Cover charge Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

50% UC Medical Center Student Discount
Present I.D. & Student Union Card at door

-

Happy Hours 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Pitcher $1.00
Coctailssoc Beer 35c
Aye.
near
Golden Gate Park
District)
Irving
(Sunset
&
Bth

BUSY LINE CATERING

i 50% REDUCTION.. MJ

2 a *m

Reminds you
It's time again to plan for

YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES

Any size groups
� Complete or partial catering
� Free delivery on orders over $25.00
� Prices for every party
�

DIAL 626-9290

Call mid have our party consultant kelp you plan your party.
5% Discount on all orders picked up

I
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THE HOUR OF THE GENERALS

Richard G. Sanderson, MD
Winner A B consolation
Ralfe D. Miller squash'tournament

—

tuition is "detrimental to the University's
Dr. Allen makes an important point which
future," and elaborates on the hardships no one has as yet mentioned. Higher education
which would be imposed on students. 12 CA of is not a luxury, but a necessity in a modern
students attending UC work part-time, but society. In an economic sense, it is certainly"
this figure does not account for those stu- not a luxury for the student. By not being gaindents with working wives and who themselves fully employed during the four years of coldo not work, and who receive no aid.
lege,, by living away from home and paying a
Institution of tuition, he argues, will cause substantial "registration fee," and by Being
13,000 to 50,000 students not to attend the burdened with responsibilities to his family
University, and they cannot be convinced of and obligations to his siblings, the financial
their eligibility for higher education if ex- difficulty becomes enormous. In a modern,
penses are raised.
technologically-oriented society, Dr. Allen
Mr. Hastie's speech is long but well done. states, higher edueatioMs'a necessity. ■"
Some liberation follows, President Hitch menHe points out that the proportion of stutions that a deferred payments plan is im- dents from high income families is high as
practical because of the "problem of collec- compared to that from low income families,
tion." Governor Reagan answers several of and a tuition will only exacerbate this situaMr. Hastie's points. The Governor denies the tion. He emphasizes that education is a public
existence of a surplus, indicating that when service. Dr. Allen makes the following points:
he came to office, the Treasury was in a state (1) the Monagan plan for tuition will invade
of bankruptcy.
the privacy of students by inquiry into their
Whatever surplus exists, the Governor con- financial situation; (2) the economic output of
tends, is non-existent because of expenses California is the fifth largest among the na"which.have not yet been tabulated or paid. He tions of .the world; (3) young people are the
mentions that California spends more per
patient for mental health than any other state. prime asset, and their education is important;
Perhaps this State needs it. The Governor (4) consider increased aid for students, not
then states his concept of financial aid, an talk of increasing educational costs..
While Mr. Allen _is speaking, Governor
attitude which will be most crucial in determining the outcome of this, question. He con- Reagan toys with his eyeglasses, smacks it
siders scholarship (aid) as a premium for down upon the hard wooden table with an
scholastic ability, as an inducement to excel- audible sound, and mutters something (was it
lence.
"damn?"). Time is getting short in this important session if any definite moves toward
tuition are going to be made, and yet Dr.
Perhaps this is where the crux of the mat- Allen continues to speak, citing volumes of
ter lies. Can financial aid be considered as evidence against tuition. The Governor ap"scholarship," as an impetus toward academ- pears to be very impatient, while the Regents
ic excellence, or can it be considered as a sit attentively, almost apologetically.
Dr. Allen, is asked to stop and continue his
right, an essential necessity toward higher
speech
afford
bear
at the January meeting. A student repeducation for those who cannot
to
resentative from the San- Diego campus, slopthe entire cost of that education?
Regent Boyd points out that the Collier pily dressed, is called upon to deliver a report
plan for tuition assumes that all students are concerning the effects of tuition on students.
"men" when they graduate, that they will be He states that data is still being fed into the
The Sportsmen's Club is
able to immediately begin payments on their computer, and that the results will not be still taking sign-ups in Room
educational loans. However, this is not so for ready until January. It appears as if the delay- 243 Millberry Union for this
girls, who in general, do not earn as much, and ing action will resume again at the next meet- year's activities Membership
if they marry, will bring a negative dowry to ing.
It is now past 11:30, Governor Reagan has is only open to students; dues
their husbands.
A representative of the Academic Council lost the opportunity to make a formal motion are $10.00 for the year. The
is called upon. Time is getting short, it is a to institute tuition. It will have to wait until Club had a striped bass derby
few minutes past 11:00. The representative, a the next meeting or maybe after that? Before with 17 fish caught. Schedulsilver-haired gentleman, realizes the lateness a few seconds pass, Regent Watkins is called ed events are pheasant hunt
of the hour and simply states that the Council upon and formally moves that President Hitch ing, duck hunting and more
reaffirms its position of 1967 — that of opposi- be appointed to "develop" (what does that fishing trips.
tion to tuition as not in the best interests of mean?) a plan of deferred tuition, whereby
the University ofCalifornia and the State.
the recipient will pay part of the cost out of
subsequent increased earnings (i.e., postAllen,
Chairman
of
the
State
EducationDr.
al Polity Committee of the Academic Senate, graduate). Covertly, a commitment to tuition
from the 6avis campus, rises and sits at the is proposed, and embodied as a formal motion.
Another Regent speaks, questioning the
table. He/delivers a view that is much farranged and broader than those continued in validity of the motion and the nature of the
the previous two speeches. In essence, the meeting. Chairman Higgs assures him (and
Academic Senate opposes the tuition, but for makes us sweat) that the motion is in order
reasons which have not yet been stated and and that the meeting is not solely for discusIDENTIFICATION PHOTOS
sion but is also available for deliberate acwhich are basic.
tion. Another Regent suggests that no motion WEDDINGS
, PORTRAITS
be made, and converts the former motion into
a
for
"request
information,"
thereby
removing
BABIES
Dr. Allen notes that the State of California
ranks thirtieth in comparison with the other the elements of commitment to actual imposi637 IRVING
731-4428
states in allocations at all levels for higher tion of tuition. A few short exchanges, and the
education. He states that the University more Chairman dissolves the session. Like the early
GIFTS
than pays for itself in its contributions to the days of Panmmunjon, both sides are staleCANDLES
& PLANTERS
State and economy of California in research mated, and retreat to meet on another field.
Man, you don't know how close we came to
contracts, and in grants from the Federal Government. He cites the invaluable services ren- being bitten by the shark.
dered by the students, educators, and alumni
of the University of California.
Although a university can function solely
for the acquisition, preservation, and trans*
mission of knowledge, the case for the University of California can be made strictly on
"* economic grounds. It is now a quarter past
eleven, already running over the scheduled
SPECIALTY
time for this discussion.
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Donovan L Jenkins, C.L.U.

On* reason for our reputation
for Integrity has been an

emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently; we have always
attracted men of quality
men
who understand that there are
times when no is the only

...

valid answer.
And men whose business it is
to have your interests at heart
Does that soundlike justanother
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.
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